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CHAPTER-!
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BOX PRODUCTS

The product of a family of topological spaces was considered.
first by H. Tietze in 1923. He described the topology as the product set with
a base chosen as all products of open sets in the individual spaces. This
topology is now known as box topology. But Tietze's definition was not
followed much because it was found to be deficient in getting nice theorems
like "product of compact spaces is compact". A new topology introduced
by Tychonov became more popular and much work was done using this
product topology.
Later in 1977, M.E. Rudin found that box topologies are useful
at least as counter examples. So box products also became an area of study·
in topology.
Mathematicians like Williams [WIL], Van Douwen [VA], Miller
[MI], Kato [KAT] and Roitman[ROI] have done a detailed study in this
area. A complete survey regarding the covering and separation properties
were given by Van Douwen [V A].
A comprehensive survey of results on box products available in
Williams [WIL] including his own contributions also. It is proved that
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complete uniform space is the richest structure preserved by box products.
He also introduced paracompactness in box products by making use of
uniformity.
Thus the notion of 'Box Products' is well known in topology. In
some sense perhaps the generalization of finite products of spaces to infinite
products leads to the box product rather than Tychonov product.

1.2 Fuzzy Set Theory
Decision -making is all pervasive in human activities. But under'
uncertainty it is as old as mankind. Just like most of the real world systems
in which human perception and intuitive judgement play important roles,
the conventional approaches to the analysis of large scale systems were
ineffective in dealing with systems that are complex and mathematically ill
defined. Thus an answer to capture the concept of imprecision in a way that
would differentiate imprecision from uncertainty, the very simple idea put
forward by the American Cybemeticist L.A. Zadeh [ZA] in 1965 as the
generalization of the concept of the characteristic function of a set to allow
for immediate grades of membership was the genesis of the concept of a'
fuzzy set.
In Mathematics, a subset A of X can be equivalently represented
by its characteristic function - a mapping XA from the universe X of
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discourse (region of consideration ie, a larger set) containing A to the two
element set {O, 1 }. That is to say x belongs to A if and only if XA (x)

= 1.

But in the "fuzzy" case the "belonging to" to relation XA (x) between x and
A is no longer "either 0 or otherwise 1", but it has a membership degree"
belonging to [0,1] instead of {0,1}, or more generally, to a lattice L,
because all membership degrees in mathematical view form an ordered
structure, a lattice. A mapping from X to a lattice L is called a generalized
characteristic function and it describes the fuzziness of the set in general. A
fuzzy set on a universe X is simply a function from X to I or to a lattice L.
Zadeh took the closed unit interval [0,1] as the membership set. Later l.A.
Ooguen [00] suggested that a complete and distributive lattice would be a
minimum structure for the membership set.
Thus the fuzzy set theory extended the basic mathematical
concept of a set. Owing to the fact that set theory is the corner stone of
modem Mathematics, a new and more general framework of Mathematics
was established. Fuzzy Mathematics is just a kind of Mathematics developed
in this frame work. Hence in a certain sense, fuzzy Mathematics is the kind
of mathematical theory which contains wider content than the classical
theory. Also it has found numerous applications in different fields such as
Linguistics, Robotics, Pattern Recognition, Expert Systems, Military Control.
Artificial Intelligence, Psychology, Taxonomy and Economics.
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1.3 Fuzzy Topology
The theory of general topology is based on the set operations of
unions, intersections and complementation. Fuzzy sets were assumed to
have a set theoretic behaviour almost identical to that of ordinary sets. It is
therefore natural to extend the concept of point set topology to fuzzy sets
resulting in a theory of fuzzy topology. Using fuzzy sets introduced by
Zadeh, CL. Chang [CH] defined fuzzy topological space in 1968 for the
first time. In 1976 Lowen [LOll suggested a variant of this definition. Since·
then an extensive work on fuzzy topological space has been carried out by
many researchers.
Many Mathematicians while developing fuzzy topology have
used different lattices for the membership sets like (1) Completely
distributive "lattice with 0 and 1 by T.E. Gantner, R.C Steinlage and R.H.
Warren [G;S;W] (2) Complete and completely distributive lattice equipped
with order reversing involution by Bruce Hutton and Ivan Reilly [H;R] (3)
Complete and completely distributive non atomic Boolean Algebra by Mira
Sarkar [SA] (4) Complete Chain by Robert Bemard [BE] and F. Conard
[CO] (5) Complete Brouwerian lattice with its dual also Brouwerian by
Ulrich Hohle [HO]l, (6) Complete and distributive lattice by S.E.
Rodabaugh [ROD] (7) Complete Boolean Algebra by Ulrich Hohle [HOb.

Fuzzy topology is just a kind of topology developed on fuzzy
sets and in his very first paper Chang [CH] gives a strong basement for the
development of fuzzy topology in the [0,1] membership value framework.
Compactness and its different versions are always important concepts in
topology. In fuzzy topology, after the initial work of straight description of
ordinary compactness in the pattern of covers of a whole space, many
authors tried to establish various reasonable notions of compactness with
consideration of various levels in terms of fuzzy open sets and obtained
many important results. Since the level structures or in other words
stratification of fuzzy open sets is involved, compactness in fuzzy
topological spaces is one of the most complicated problems in this field.
Many kinds of fuzzy compactness using different tools were raised, and
each of them has its own advantages and shortcomings. In [LOh Lowen
gives a comparative study of different compactness notions introduced by
himself. Chang, T.E. Gantner, R.c. Steinlage, R.H. Warren etc and all the
value domains used in these notions are [0,1].

Gantner and others [G; S; W] used the concept of shading
families to study compactness and related topics in fuzzy topology. The
shading families are a very natural generalization of coverings. Using these
concepts Malghan and Benchalli defined point finite and locally finite

families of fuzzy sets and introduced the concept of fuzzy paracompact and
fuzzy a-paracompact spaces.
We take the definition of fuzzy topology in the line of Chang
with membership set as the closed unit interval [0,1]
1.4 About this thesis

The main purpose of our study is to extend the concept of box
products to fuzzy box products and to obtain some results regarding them.
Owing to the fact that box products have plenty of applications in uniform
and covering properties, we have made an attempt to explore some inter
relations of fuzzy uniform properties and fuzzy covering properties in fuzzy
box products. Even though our main focus is on fuzzy box products, some
brief sketches regarding hereditarily fuzzy normal spaces and fuzzy nabla
product is also provided.
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1.5 Summary of the thesis

The thesis is divided into six chapters.
The general preliminary definitions and results which are used in
the succeeding chapters are given in the next section of this chapter. Due
references are given wherever necessary. Some of the preliminary results
which are relevant to each chapter are given at the beginning of the
corresponding chapter itself.
In the second chapter we introduce the notion of fuzzy box
product and investigate some properties including separation properties,
local compactness, connectedness etc. The main results obtained include
characterization of fuzzy Hausdroffness and fuzzy regularity of box·
products of fuzzy topological spaces.
The concept of fuzzy uniformity was introduced in the literature
by many authors. Here we are interested in the fuzzy uniform structure:;/
in the sense of Lowen [LOh. In this chapter fuzzy uniform fuzzy
topological space, compatible fuzzy uniform base, fuzzy uniform fuzzy box
product, fuzzy topologically complete spaces etc are defined and some
results related to them are obtained. We also investigate the completeness
of fuzzy uniformities in fuzzy box products. Here we have proved that a

fuzzy box product of spaces is fuzzy topologically complete if each coordinate space is fuzzy topologic ally complete.
The notion of shading family was introduced in the literature by
T.E. Gantner and others in [G;S;W] during the investigation of compactness
in fuzzy topological spaces. The shading families are a very natural
generalization of coverings. Approach to fuzzy a-paracompactness using
the notion of shading families was introduced by S.R. Malghan and S.S.
Benchalli in [M; B]l. In this chapter we introduce and study fuzzy

a-paracompactness in fuzzy box products. For this we make use of the
concept of fuzzy entourages in fuzzy uniform spaces. Here we give a
characterization of fuzzy a-paracompactness through fuzzy entourages. We
also prove that the fuzzy box product of a family of fuzzy a-paracompact
spaces is fuzzy topologically complete.

Fuzzy box product of hereditarily fuzzy normal spaces is
considered in chapter V. The main result obtained is that if a fuzzy box
product of spaces is hereditarily fuzzy normal, then every countable subset
of it is fuzzy closed.
Chapter VI deals with the notion of fuzzy nabla product of
spaces which is a quotient of fuzzy box product. Here we study the relation
connecting fuzzy box product and fuzzy nabla product. We also discuss

fuzzy uniform fuzzy nabla product. Even though there is a close association
between fuzzy box product and fuzzy nabla product, the latter one is
meaningful only for countable products.

1.6 Basic Definitions
The following definitions are adapted from [ZA] and [CH].
1.6.1 Definition [ZA] Let X be a set. A fuzzy set V in X is characterized by
a membership function x ~ V(x) from X to the unit interval 1=[0,1].
Let V and V be fuzzy sets in X. Then
V=V

<=>

V(x)

= V(x) for all XE X

V~V

<=>

V(x)

~

W =V v V <=>

W(x)

= Max {V(x),V(x)} for all XE X

W =V /\ V <=>

W(x)

= Min {V(x),V(x) } for all XE X

Complement of V, V'

V(x) for all XE X

= S <=> S(x) = I-V(x) for all XEX

More generally, for a family of fuzzy sets 'W = {V j
union W

and the intersection Y = rJ V j are defined by

= ~ Vi

W(X)

= sup { Vj(x)}

XE X and

iEI

Y(X)

= inf { Vlx)}
iEI

x E X.

:

iEI},the
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The symbol 0 and 1 will be used to denote the empty fuzzy set
(V(x) =0 for all XEX) and the full set X (V(x) = 1 for all XEX) respectively.

1.6.2 Definition [CH] A fuzzy topology on X is a family T of fuzzy sets in
X which satisfies the following conditions.
i)

0,1 E T

ii)

If V, VET then V /\ VET

iii)

If V j E T for each iE I then IEI
u V j E T.

Then pair (X, T) is then called a fuzzy topological space or fts
for short. Every member of T is called a T-fuzzy open set (or simply a
fuzzy open set). A fuzzy set is called T -closed (fuzzy closed or simply
f-closed) if and only if its complement is T-open.

1.6.3 Definition [CH] Let V be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy topological space
(X, T). The largest fuzzy open set contained in V is called the interior of V
and is denoted by int V or VO
le,

VO

= v{K : KE

T, K ~ V}

The smallest fuzzy closed set containing V is called the closure
of V, denoted as cl(V) or U
ie, U

= /\ {K: K' E T and V ~ K}
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1.6.4 Definition [CH] Let S be a function from X to Y. Let f be a fuzzy set
in Y. Then the inverse of f, written as S

·1

(f) is the fuzzy set in X

whose membership function is given by
S -1 (f) (x)

= f(S(x»

for all xE X.

On the other hand, let g be a fuzzy set in X. Then the image of g
written as S(g) is the fuzzy set in Y whose membership function is
1
.
by S( g) ()
gIven
y ={SUP g(z)1 z E 0- (y)

o

if 0- 1 (y)"i= f/J
otherwise

1.6.5 Definition [CH] A function S from a fuzzy topological space (X,T)
to a fuzzy topological space (Y, V) is fuzzy continuous if the inverse
image of each V-open fuzzy set is T-open.

1.6.6 Definition [CH] A function S from a fuzzy topological space (X,T)
to a fuzzy topological space (Y, V) is fuzzy open (resp. fuzzy closed)
if it maps every open (resp. closed) fuzzy set in (X,T) onto an open
(resp. closed) fuzzy set in (Y, V).

1.6.7 Definition [CH] Let T be a fuzzy topology. A subfamily B of T is a
base for T if every member of T can be expressed as the join of some
members of B.

1.6.8 Definition [CH] Let T be a fuzzy topology. A subfamily S of T is a
subbase for T if the family of finite meets of S form a base for T.
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1.6.9 Definition [CH] Let (X,T) be a fuzzy topological space. A family .C//
of fuzzy sets is a cover of a fuzzy set V if and only if
V~

{U: UE 'W}

It is an open cover if and only if each member of 9/

IS

an open

fuzzy set. A subcover of 'W is a subfamily, which is also a cover.
For the elementary definitions and results in topology reference.
may be made to [BO], [WI] and [10].
For the theory of box products to [WIL], [VA], [ROI] and [KAT].
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CHAPTER-2
ON FUZZY BOX PRODUCTS*
2.1 Introduction
In 1923, Tietze considered topology on a set product of infinitely
many spaces which is now known as box topology. He described this
topology as the product set with the base chosen as all products of open sets
in the individual spaces.
Later in 1977, M.E. Rudin observed that box products are useful
at least as counter examples. Thus the notion of box products is well-known
in topology. In some sense perhaps the generalization of finite products of.
spaces to infinite products leads to box product rather than Tychonov
product.
In this chapter we are doing the fuzzy analogue of the concept
"Box Products".
In the second section of this chapter we give the necessary
preliminary ideas. In the next section, we introduce the concept of fuzzy
box product and investigate properties like separation properties, local
compactness and connectedness.
Some Results mentioned in this Chapter are accepted for publication in the paper titled
On Fuzzy Box Products in the Journal of Tripura Mathematical Society Vol V (2004)
Some Results of this Chapter are published in the paper titled Some Separation Properties of
Fuzzy Box Products in the Proceedings of the National Seminar on Graph Theory and Fuzzy
Mathematics.
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2.2 Preliminaries
The following definitions are adapted from [CH], [WOb and
[M; Bh

2.2.1 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is Hausdroff if x, y E X
with x "# y imply that there exists V and V in T with Vex)
VI\V

= 1 = V(y) and'

=o.

2.2.2 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is regular if for each

X

E X and agE T with g(x)

= 1, there exists hET

with hex)

= 1 and

h $ h $ g ,where h is the closure of h.

2.2.3 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is locally compact if for
every point x E X there exists a member VET with Vex)

= 1 and V

is

compact (V is compact means each fuzzy open cover of V has a finite
subcover).
2.2.4 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is said to be separable if
there exists (countable) sequence of points {pj}, i

= 1, 2,

every member V of T and V "# 0 there exists a Pi such that

Pi E V (i.e., V(Pi)

= 1).

... such that for
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2.2.5 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X,T) is said to be first.
countable at a point if there exists a countable local base.

2.2.6 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is connected if there do not
exist fuzzy open sets V

* 0 and V * 0 of X with V v V = 1 and V /\ V =0

2.2.7 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X,T) is locally connected at a
point x if for any fuzzy open set V of x with Vex)
connected fuzzy open set V of x with Vex)

= 1,

there exists a

= 1 such that V ~ V.

2.2.8 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is perfect if each fuzzy
closed set in X is a fuzzy Go - set.

The following definitions and theorems are from [P; Y] I

2.2.9 Definition A fuzzy point Xa is a fuzzy set defined by
xa(Y)

= a if y =x
=

0 otherwise. Where O<a ~ 1

Here x is called its support and a its value.
Now

~

Xa E

A if A(x)

a

Xa (l:

A if A(x) < a
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Every fuzzy set A can be expressed as the union of all fuzzy
points which belongs to A.

2.2.10 Definition A fuzzy set A in a fuzzy topological space (X,T) is called
a neighbourhood fuzzy point Xa if and only if there exists BET such that
XaE B~A.

2.2.11 Definition A fuzzy point

Xa

is said to be quasi-coincident with A,

denoted by Xa qA if and only if a > A' (x),
That is, a + A(x) > 1

2.2.12 Definition A fuzzy set A is said to be quasi-coincident with B
denoted by AqB if and only if there exists x E X such that A(x) > B' (x) or
A(x)+B(x) > 1.

We say that A and B are quasi-coincident at x, both A(x) and B(x) are not"
zero and hence A and B intersect at x. That is, (A /\ B) (x)

*0

2.2.13 Definition A fuzzy set A in fuzzy topological space (X,T) is called

Q-neighbourhood of Xa if and only if there exists BET such that Xa qB

2.2.14 Theorem A fuzzy point e =Xa E A if and only if each
Q-neighbourhood of e is quasi-coincident with A.

~

A
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2.2.15 Definition A fuzzy point e is called an adherence point of a fuzzy set
A if and only if every Q-neighbourhood of e quasi-coincident with A.
Note A fuzzy point e = Xa E A if and only if it is an adherence point of A.

A is the union of all adherence point of A.

2.2.16 Definition A fuzzy point e is called an accumulation point of a fuzzy
set A if and only if e is an adherence point of A and every
Q-neighbourhood of e and A are quasi-coincident at some point different
from supp (e), whenever e E A.

The union of all the accumulation points of A is called the derived set of A,
denoted by Ad
Note that Ad

cA.
-

2.2.17 Theorem A

=A n

d

A , for any fuzzy set A in (X, T)

2.2.18 Theorem A fuzzy set A is closed if and only if A contains all the
accumulation points of A.
The following definition of 'Box Products' is in [WIL]

2.2.19 Definition Let {Xi: iE I} be a family of topological spaces. The box
topology on the product set X = TIiXi is the topology generated by the base
of all open boxes of the form V

=TIiVi where Vi is open in Xi for each iE I.
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2.3 Fuzzy Box Products
In this section we introduce the concept of fuzzy box product
and investigate some elementary properties.

2.3.1 Definition Let Xj be a fuzzy topological space for each iE I. Then
the fuzzy box product is the set Dj Xj with the fuzzy topology whose basis
consists of all fuzzy open boxes of the form V

= Dj Vj, where Vj is fuzzy

open in Xj for each iE I.
ie, V(x)

=

Dj Vj (x)

This space is represented by using [fJ or [fJj Xj. If each Xj is
identical to fixed set X, then the fuzzy box product is denoted as [fJ IX.
2.3.2 Theorem Let {Xi : iE I} be finite or infinite family of fuzzy
topological spaces. Then the following hold.
i)

Dj:[fJ i Xj-7 Xj is fuzzy continuous and fuzzy open for each j E I.

i)

F

= Di Fi is a fuzzy closed (open) subset of

[fJixi if and only of for

each i E I, Fi is a fuzzy closed (open) subset of Xi.
iii) X

=[fJ i Xi is fuzzy Hausdroff if and only of for each i E I, Xi is fuzzy

Hausdroff.
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iv)

x =[f] i Xi is fuzzy regular if and only of for each

iE I, each Xi is fuzzy

regular.

Proof:
Proof of

(i) follows from the definition
(ii) Assume that Fi is a fuzzy closed subset of Xi for each i El.

Let X = [f] jXj

We know that the projection map TIi: X---7 Xj is fuzzy continuous,
for each i E I. Since Fi is fuzzy closed in Xi' TIi -1 (Fi) is fuzzy closed in X
for each i E I.

Therefore F is fuzzy closed in X.

Conversely assume that F = TIjFj is fuzzy closed in X = [f] jXj.
Claim Fj is fuzzy closed in Xj for each iE I
Let jE I be arbitrary.
We prove that Fj is fuzzy closed.
Let (Zj)a be any accumulation point of Fj in Xj.
Consider Za where TIj(za) = (Zj)a

20

Now TIj(za) is an element of Fj for i*j.
Let G be a fuzzy open set containing Za (ie, G(z)

~

a)

Then TIj(G) is fuzzy open (since every projection map is fuzzy open) and
it contain (Zj)a, since Gj(Zj)

~

inf Gj(Zj)

= G(z) ~ a.

Since (Zj)a is an accumulation point of Fj in Xj every

Q-neighbourhood Gj of (Zj) a and Fj are quasi-coincident at some point say
(Xj)a of Fj different from (Zj)a.
Therefore TIj(G) must contain a point (Xj)a of Fj different from (Zj)a.
Hence G contains the point Xa.
That is, G(x)
TIlxa)

~

a and

=

TIj(za) for i*j.

Also TIj(xa)

= (Xj)a

So we get Xa

E

F.

Since Xa and Za differ in the jth co-ordinate we have xa*za.
Therefore every Q-neighbourhood G containing Za contains a point of F
different from Za.
Hence Za is an accumulation point of F.
Since F is fuzzy closed in X,
Z a E F ~ TIj(za) E TIj(F)
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Therefore Fj contains all its accumulation points. Hence Fj is fuzzy closed.
Since j was arbitrary ,Fj is fuzzy closed for each iE I.
Hence the theorem. .
iii)

Assume that Xi is fuzzy Hausdroff for each i E I.

Let x

=(xi)iE I. and y =(Yi)iE I·be two distinct points of X = [f] i Xi

Since x :I; y, there is some index j such that Xj

:I;

yj' where Xj & Yj E Xj .

Since Xj is fuzzy Hausdroff there exist fuzzy open sets Gj and Hj of Xj and
y.J in X·J with G·J (x·)
- 1 and G·J /\ H·J--0'
J--1' H·J (y.)
JSince I1j : [f] i Xi ~

Xj is fuzzy continuous,

containing x & y.
That is, I1j -1 (Gj) (x)

=
=

I1. -1 (H·) (y)

J

J

=
=
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That is, TIj-I(Gj) /\ TIj-1 (Hj)
Therefore X

=

=

0

[iJ i Xi is fuzzy Hausdroff.

Conversely assume that X

=[iJixi

is fuzzy Hausdroff. Claim

Xi is fuzzy Hausdroff for each iE I.
We prove that Xj is fuzzy Hausdroff for an arbitrary j El.
Let Xj & Yj be two distinct points of Xj.
Choose x & y in X such that
x = (Xi), y = (Yi) where xi = Yi = ai (say) for j"* i.
Here ai is a chosen fixed point in Xi for each i&j.
Since X is fuzzy Hausdroff there exists fuzzy open sets G and
H in X with G(x) = 1, H(y) = 1 and G /\ H = o.

Then there exists basic fuzzy open sets D

= TIiDi &

V

= TIi Vi

such that x E D ~ G, y E V ~ Hand D /\ V = o.

Now Dj and Vj are fuzzy open sets in Xj with Dj (Xj)
and Dj /\ Vj

= 1, Vj (Yj) = 1

=O.

Thus Xj is fuzzy Hausdroff.
Before proving (iv) of theorem 2.3.2, we prove a lemma.
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2.3.3 Lemma : Let {Xi: i E I} be a family of spaces, let Vi be a fuzzy
subset of Xi for each iE I, then fl Vi

= ITi Vi

for each i El.

Proof:
If Vi is fuzzy closed in Xi for each iE I then ITi Vi is fuzzy
closed in [f] i Xi by (ii) of theorem 3.2.
We have
Vi

~

Vi for each iE I

flV i ~ flV i
ni V i ~ ni V i

Suppose Vi
ni V i

=0

= ni V i

by (ii) of theorem 3.2 ............................. (1)

for some i, then

= n Vi = 0 and so we are done.

Assume that Vi "# 0 for all i.
Let Xa be any element of niVi.
Therefore (xDa E Vi for each i E I.
That is every Q-neighbourhood of (Xi)a is quasi-coincident with Vi ..

Let G

= ITiGi

be a fuzzy open box containing Xa, where Gi is

fuzzy open in Xi for each i E I.
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We have

G(x)

~

a

That is inf Gi (xi) ~
IEI

a

Therefore

Since (x.)a E U;
I

(xDa with Glxj)

~

for every iE I, every Q-neighbourhood G j of

a is quasi coincident with V j •

Therefore every Q-neighbourhood G of Xa with G(x)

Hence

~

a is quasi

Xa E D;U;

Thus we get
D;U;

~

D;U;

............................. (2)

H.ence the lemma.
iv)

,

Assume that each Xi is fuzzy regular.

Let x

= (xi)iE I be any point in X and G = TIiGi be a fuzzy open

set in X with G (x) = 1, where Gi is fuzzy open in Xi for each i E I.

Then there exists a basic fuzzy open set V in X with Vex)
and V ~ G. Let V =TIiVi where Vi is fuzzy open in Xi for each i E I.

=1
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Since each Xi is fuzzy regular, for each Xi E Xi and ViE Ti with

= nivi.

Let V

Since each Vi is fuzzy open in Xi, V is also fuzzy

open in X.
Therefore V(x)

=

inf V· (x·)
iel

But

v

=

Since Vi

.$.

Vi for every i E I.

We have V

= n·V.
I

<

,-

1

1

=1

ny = V
I

I

Thus for every point x E X and VET with V(x)
VET with V(x)

= 1, there exists

= 1 and U5: V5: V.

Therefore X is fuzzy regular.

Conversely assume that X is fuzzy regular. Claim Xi is fuzzy

.
regular. We prove that Xj is fuzzy regular for an arbitrary j E I.
Let X·J E X-J
Let Gj be a fuzzy open set in Xj containing xj- So that Gj<Xj)
Choose a point x =(xi)iE I in X where Xj

=aj for j '# i.

= 1.
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Since Gj is fuzzy open set in Xj for each j E I, G

=ITjGj is fuzzy

open in X and G(x) = 1.
Since X is fuzzy regular, for each x E X and aGE T with G(x)
exists

abasic fuzzy

open set V =ITiVi with Vex) = 1 and V ~ V ~ G.

If follows that Vj (Xj)
Again n·V.
J J

=

nV

-

Thus

= 1 there

jj-

=1

n·V.
J J

=V

V -< G -- IT·G·
JJ

Thus to each Xj E Xj and each fuzzy open set Gj in Xj with

Gj (Xj)

=1

there exists fuzzy open set Vj in Xj with Vj (Xj)

=1

and

Therefore Xj is fuzzy regular.
Hence the theorem.
2.3.4 Theorem Let {Xi: i E I} be an infinite family of fuzzy topological
spaces. Then the fuzzy box product [f] i Xi is not any of the following:
(i) Locally compact, (ii) Separable, (iii) connected or locally connected
(iv) first countable (v) Perfect.
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Proof:
Let [f] denote the fuzzy box product [f] i Xi.. Choose a point P E [f]
That is, Pi E Xi for each i E I.
Let TIiGi be a fuzzy open box which contains P
So that TIiGi(P)

=

1 for each i E I

That is, inf Gi (Pi)

=

1 for each i E I

=

1

IEI

I.e.,

Choose another point xi

;;f;

for each i E I.
Pi in Gi , for each i E I.

Since each Xi is fuzzy regular, for each Pi

E

Xi and Gi

E

Ti with

Choose a set as follows.
{y E [f] such that Yi E {Pi, xi} for all i El}

............................ (1).

This is an uncountable closed set.
Now take the product as

Here QYt is uncountable and pairwise disjoint.

Thus it is a fuzzy open covering of the uncountable closed set as
defined in (1).
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Therefore [f] i Xi is not locally compact.
(ii)

[f] i Xi is not separable
[f] iXi is separable if there exists countable sequence of points
{Pj} j

= 1, 2, ... such that for every member G = ITiGi of T and G *- <1>,

there exists a Pj such that Gj(Pj)

= 1.

But from the above result, we have seen that

QYt'

= {ITiKi; Ki E

{Hi, Gi - Hi } for all i E I} is uncountable and

pairwise disjoint. Therefore the above condition does not hold for QYt.
Thus

[f] i Xi is not separable.

(iii) [f] jXj is not connected or locally connected.
Let G = ITjGj be a fuzzy open box which contains p.
That is, G(p)

=

1

So for each iE I, there is a family {Gj,n : nE w} of fuzzy open sets of Xj

Also there exist another family {Gj,n+l:nEw} of fuzzy open sets of Xj with

This is possible since each Xj is fuzzy regular.
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Let

<p:O)~I

be an injection.

Define a fuzzy closed box

E'k' (i)

= {G;,n+k+l

E'k, for k, m E 0) by
if l/J(n} = i & m < n

Gi.J otherwise

=

Let

V

E'k' and

mew

E

=" Ek
kew

Then we have pE E ~ G.
Now [fJ - E is a fuzzy open set, since it is the union of [fJ - TI; G;,l with all
boxes of the shape (Xj -

G;,n+l)

x TIX; withj E <p(0)).
;~j

Next we prove that E is fuzzy open.
For, let x E E
Define a fuzzy open box V by

Vj

= {" {G;,n+h+l : k :::; n, G;,n+k+l (X;) = 1 }if i = l/J(n} & G;,2 (X;) = 1
G;,lotherwise

Since V j is fuzzy open for each iE I.

V is also fuzzy open and Vex)

= 1.

So for given kE 0), x E E k+2.
Hence there exist m(k)E 0) such that <p(n) = i and m(k)

~

n =>

Xj

E G j,n+k+3
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Thus we have U:::;; E;(k) for all kE 0) and U:::;; E.
So E is both fuzzy open and fuzzy closed.
Hence [f] jXj is not connected or locally connected.
(iv) We have IljGj,n:::;; IljGj = G for each iE I and nE 0)
Consider {IljGjm : nE O)} and E as defined in the above result (iii).
Clearly pE E :::;; G.
Also E:::;; IljGj,n for all nE 0).
Thus every point in X can not have a countable local base. Therefore
X is not first countable.
(v)

[f] i Xi is not fuzzy perfect
It is sufficient to prove the result for the case I =
Let Gi

= Xi - {Pi} for all

0).

iE I

[f] iXi is fuzzy perfect if each fuzzy closed set is a fuzzy Go - set
or if each fuzzy open set is a fuzzy Fa - set.

Thus for proving our claim, we have to construct a fuzzy open
set G = Ili Gi which is not a fuzzy Fa - set.
Suppose Fn is fuzzy closed in [f] for all nE 0) and
Fn :::;; Fn+ 1 :::;; G for all nE 0).
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Since [f] is fuzzy regular there exists a fuzzy open set Gi,o of each Pi with

Since Pi is not an isolated point of Xi for each i E I, there exists XoE [f]
such that
(Xo)o E Go,o - {Po} and
(xo)i

= Pi

for i > 0

So by induction on n EO), we can construct fuzzy open boxes
TIiGim and xn E [f] subject to the following restrictions.
i)

TIi Gi ,n is a fuzzy neighbourhood of xn-l and TIiGi,n /\ Fn

ii)

Gi,n

iii)

(xn)i E {

~

Gi,n-l

for all i,nE 0).

G. -{p.} ifn=i
',n

,

(x n ./) i otherwise for all i, nE

If Xi

= (Xi)i

for all iE 0), then

Hence [f] i Xi is not fuzzy perfect.
Hence the theorem

(J)

=0
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CHAPTER-3
FUZZY UNIFORM FUZZY BOX PRODUCTS'
3.1 Introduction
The concept of fuzzy uniformity has been defined by many
authors in more or less similar terms. Here we are interested in the fuzzy
uniform structure 0/ in the sense of Lowen [LOh,

In the second section of the chapter we gIve the necessary
preliminary ideas like fuzzy filter, fuzzy uniform space, compatible fuzzy
uniform base, fuzzy uniform fuzzy topological space etc.
In the third section we introduce the concept fuzzy uniform
fuzzy box product.
In the fourth section we investigate the completeness property of
fuzzy uniformities in fuzzy box products. Also we introduce the notion of
fuzzy topologically complete spaces and prove the main theorem that for a
family of fuzzy topologically complete spaces, their fuzzy box product is
also fuzzy topologically complete.

Some results of this chapter were communicated to the Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics.
Some results of this chapter were presented in the Annual Conference of Kerala Mathematical
Association at Payyanur, January 2004.
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3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 Definition

[KA]l A fuzzy filter on X is a family

~/ of

non empty

fuzzy subsets of X x X which satisfies the following conditions.
E~/

i)

If V, V E 'fl/ then V

ii)

If V E ~/ and V ~ V then V E 'Cl/.

1\

3.2.2 Definition [P;A] A family

V

~

of non empty fuzzy subsets of X x X

is called a fuzzy filter base if it satisfies the condition:

Let V be a fuzzy subset of X x X, V is symmetric if V = V-I
If X is a set, the diagonal of X x X is denoted by D(X).

That is, D(X) = {(x,x): x EX}.
The following definitions are from [LOh

3.2.3 Definition A fuzzy uniformity on a set X is a fuzzy filter

~/

on,

X x X which satisfies the following conditions.
(VI) For all V E

~,

D(X) cV

(V2) For all V E 0/, V-I E ~

where V-I(x,y) = V(y,x)

(V3) For all V E ~ there exists VE ~ such that Vo V ~ V where

V

0

V(x,y) =sup {V(x,z) 1\ V(z,y) } for all (X,y)E XxX
zeX

The pair (X,

~)

is called a fuzzy uniform space.
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3.2.4 Note
(i) (VI) is equivalent to saying that V(x,x) = I for all V E'1/'
(ii) IfVE I Xxx and n E N, we denote by V" the fuzzy set V" = VO V"-I

inductively defined from V2 = V

0

V. Clearly then (V3) is equivalent

to saying that for all n E N and for all V E '9/ there exists V E'1/
such that V" ::; V.

3.2.5 Definition If V is a fuzzy subset of X x X and A is a fuzzy subset of X,
then the section of V over A is the fuzzy subset of X, defined by
V<A>(x) =sup(A(y) 1\ V(y,x» for all XEX.
yeX

If A = {x} we write V<X> for V<A> and call it the x-section of V.
3.2.6 Definition A fuzzy uniform base is a fuzzy filter base '9/ on XxX
which satisfies (VI),(V2) and (V3).

3.2.7 Definition Let 'W be a fuzzy uniform base. Then the fuzzy topology
T '1/ induced by the fuzzy uniform base 'W is called fuzzy uniform
fuzzy topology, is given by
T'I/

= {G E IX / If XE X is such that G(x) =1 then there exists VE W

such that V<x>::; G}
where V<x>(y) =V(x, y) for all yE X.
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3.2.8 Definition If (X, T) is a fuzzy topological space and '9/ is a fuzzy
uniform base such that T -1/

=T

then we say that (X, T) fuzzy

uniformizable or that the fuzzy uniform base 'Won X is compatible with
(X,T). Then (X, T.,/) is called a fuzzy uniform fuzzy topological space.

3.2.9 Definition The neighbourhoods of the diagonal in the fuzzy product.
topology on X x X with respect to the fuzzy uniform topology on X
are called fuzzy entourages.

3.3 Fuzzy uniformities in fuzzy box products
3.3.1 Definition. Let

'9/i

be a compatible fuzzy uniform base on Xi for all

i E I. Let Vi be a fuzzy subset of Xi x Xi for all i E I.
That is, VI x V 2 X V3 ...

:$;

(XI x XI)

:$;

(XI

X

X

X2 X

(X2 x X2) x ........... .

....•• ) X

(XI

X

X2 x ........ )

Then

for each x

=(xD ie I and y =(Yi) ) ie I in (nixi.
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And for each j E I,

=

sup {[f]

i Vi }

iEW

Here [f] i 'Wi is the fuzzy uniform fuzzy box product of { '~:i El}

3.3.2 Theorem

Let 'Wi be a compatible fuzzy uniform base on Xi, for

each i E I. Then 'W

= [f] i ~

is a compatible fuzzy uniform base on

Proof:
Given that Pj is a compatible fuzzy uniform base on Xi, for each
i

E

I. This means that ~ is a fuzzy filter base on Xi x Xi which satisfies

the conditions (Vl),(V2) and (V3) of definition 3.2.3 and T I/oI

= Ti for all

i E I. Now we can verify that
'W

= [f] i ~ is a compatible fuzzy uniform base on X = [f] i Xi.
where Vi E Pj for all i E I.

V (x,x)

= [f] i Vi (x, x)

=

1

for all V E 'W
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(U2) Let U
U(x,y)

= IT] jUj and

'W =IT] j 'Wj where Uj E ~ for all i E I.

= IT] j Ui (x, Y)

'W for all U E 0/.

E

=

inf

Ui (xi, Yi)

=

inf

Ue l (Yi, xi)

=

(inf Ui (Yi, Xi)t l
iEI

iEI

iEI

= [IT] i

Ui (y, x)]-l

=

[U (y, x)]-l

=

U-l(x,y) E'W

That is, for all V

E

~ V-I

E

0/.

for all i E I
Consider
(VoV) (x,y)

=

sup {V(x,z) /\ V(z,y)}

=

sup

=

sup {inf Vi (xi, zi) /\ inf Vi (zi, Yi)}
iEI
.EI

<

inf

ZEX

{IT] i Vi (x, z)

/\

IT]

i Vi (z, y)}

ZEX

ZEX

iEI

{sup (Vi (xi, zi) /\ Vi (zi, Yi))}
iEI
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<

inf

<

[IJ i Ui (x, y)

That is, VoV

<

U for all U E IW

Therefore U

=

[IJ i Ui satisfies the conditions (UI),(U2) and (U3).

P

=

[IJ i Pi is a fuzzy uniform base on X

Hence

iel

Next we prove that

P

= U (x, y)

is compatible.

=T.

That is, to prove that T ,,/

Since ~ is compatible, we have T,,/:I
where T "t;

= {Gi E I Xi / If

there exists Ui E ~

= [IJ i Xi

= Ti for

all

i E I.

Xi E Xi is such that Gi (xi)

= 1 then

S.t. Ui <xi> ~ Gi} for all i E I.

We have X
Now U<x>(y)

=

U(x,y)

That is, U (x,y)

=

[IJiUi (x,y)

<

Gi (Yi) for all i E I.

~

G (y)

<

G

Therefore U<x>
T,,/

= {G E

for all y E X

and

IX / If x E X is such that G(x)

such that U<x> :5; G}

= 1 then there exists U E

'CV
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Thus T -!/ = T holds.
Therefore

'W

= [I] i 'W i

is compatible and it is a fuzzy uniform

base on
Hence the theorem.
3.4 Fuzzy Topologically Complete Spaces
The following concepts are available in literature.

3.4.1 Definition Let tt?/ be a compatible fuzzy uniform base on (X,T). A
fuzzy filter @" in a fuzzy uniform space (X, 11/ ) is said to be Cauchy if
UE tt?/~there exists XE X with U<x> E d#.
3.4.2 Definition A fuzzy filter is convergent if it contains a fuzzy
neighbourhood base at some point.
3.4.3 Definition A fuzzy uniform space (X, 'W) is said to be complete if
every Cauchy fuzzy filter converges.
3.4.4 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X,T) is said to be fuzzy
topologically complete if there exists a fuzzy uniformity iW for X such that
(X, 'W)is complete and T -1/ = T.
3.4.5 Theorem If Xi is fuzzy topologic ally complete for each i E I, then

[I] i Xi is fuzzy topologic ally complete.
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Proof:

Since Xi is fuzzy topologic ally complete, it possess a compatible
complete fuzzy uniform base o/i' for each i

E

I.

But we proved (in

theorem 3.3.2) that 'W = m i 'W i is a compatible fuzzy uniform base on
X

=m

i Xi. So it is enough to prove that 0/

=m

j

9/j is complete.

Suppose d# is am i Pi Cauchy fuzzy filter on m iXi·
Define

~i = {F C Xi : nf 1 (F) E ~}
That is, n fl (F)(x) = F (ni (x» = F(xi)

E

~i'

for all i E I.

Now ~ is a o/i - Cauchy fuzzy filter on Xi for each i E I.
For,

where Ui <xi> (Yi) = Ui (xi,Yi) for each i E I.
Since 'W i is complete, every Cauchy fuzzy filter converges.
Let x E ni Xi
Assume that ~i converges to xi for all i
for U =

[Ih Ui

such that VoVoV

E

I. By definition,

mi 'W'i there is a symmetric V = m i Vi

E
~

U

E

m i 9/i
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That is, (VoVoV) (p, q) ~ V (p, q)
where

=

(VoVoV) (p, q)

sup {V (p,r)

1\

V (r,s)

1\

V (s, q)}

r.sev

Since dT

[I] i

is a

'Wi Cauchy fuzzy filter there exists y E TIi Xi

such that V<y> E c$", where V<y>(x)

=

V(y,x) for all x E X

= [I] i Vi (y, x)

Therefore V(y,x)

where x = (xi)i El & y = (Yi)iE I in (TIi Xi )2
E

Also, for V

=[I] i Vi

QK

E

[I] i

'Wi ' there exists x E TIi Xi

such that V <x> E c$", where V (x, y)

= inf
IEI

Thus we get,
Therefore
Thus

[I] i

dfo

V <y>

~

converges to x.

'Wi is complete.

Hence the theorem.

V <x>

Vi (xi, Yi)
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CHAPTER-4
FUZZY (X.-PARACOMPACTNESS IN
FUZZY BOX PRODUCTS'
4.1 Introduction

The notion of shading family was introduced in the literature by
T.E. Gantner and others in [G;S;W] during the investigation of compactness
in fuzzy topological spaces. The shading families are a very natural
generalization of coverings. An approach to fuzzy a-paracompactness using
the notion of shading families was introduced by S.R. Malghan and S.S.
Benchalli in [M;B]l'
The second section of this chapter describes the necessary
definitions and results of shading families.
In the third section, we introduce and study the notion of fuzzy
a-paracompactness in fuzzy box products. Here we give a characterization
of fuzzy a-paracompactness through fuzzy entourages.
In the last section we introduce fuzzy a-paracompact fuzzy
topologically complete spaces. Here we have the main theorem that for a
family of fuzzy a-paracompact spaces, their fuzzy box product is fuzzy
topologically complete.

• Some results of this Chapter were communicated to the Journal of Fuzzy Mathematics.
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4.2 Shading families

The following definitions and results are from [M;B]l
4.2.1 Definition Let (X,T) be a fuzzy topological space and a E [0,1). A

collection 0/ of fuzzy sets is called an a- shading of X if for each XE X
there exists gE 0/ with g(x»a. A subcollection of an a - shading of X
which is also an a - shading is called an a - subshading of X.
4.2.2 Definition Let X be a set. Let 0/ and

or

fuzzy subsets of X .. Then 0/ is a refinement of

be any two collections of

or (p

< OJY) if for each

g Eo/there is an h E or such that g ~ h.
If ~ or, 0fI/ are collections such that 0/ < OJY and 0/ < ClW then P

called a common refinement of or and

IS

Off(

4.2.3 Definition A family {as: s E S} of fuzzy sets in a fuzzy topological

space (X, T) is said to be locally finite if for each XE X there exists a fuzzy
open set g with g(x)

= 1 such that as::; I-g holds for all but atmost finitely

many SES.

4.2.4 Definition A family {as: s E S} of fuzzy sets in a fuzzy topological

space (X, T) is said to be a-locally finite if it is the union of countably
many locally finite sets.
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4.2.5 Theorem Let {as} and {b t } be two a-shadings of a fuzzy topological

space (X, T), where a E [0,1). Then
i)

{as /\ bt } is an a - shading of X which refines both {as} and {b t } •.
Further if both {as land {btlare locally finite so is {as /\ b t }.

ii)

Any common refinement of {as} and {b t } is also a refinement
of {as /\ bd.

4.2.6 Theorem Let {as : SE 5 } be a locally finite family of fuzzy sets in a

fuzzy topological space (X,T) then
i)

{ as : s E 5 } is also locally finite.

ii)

for each 5' c 5, v{ as : SE 5'}is a fuzzy closed set.

4.3 A Characterization of fuzzy cx-paracompactness
4.3.1 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is said to be

a-paracompact if each a - shading of X by fuzzy open sets has a locally
finite a-shading refinement by fuzzy open sets.
We quote the following theorem from [5U]
4.3.2 Theorem For a fuzzy regular space the following are equivalent

1)

X is. a-paracompact.

2)

Every a-shading of X by fuzzy open sets has a cr- locally finite
a - shading refinement by fuzzy open sets.
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3)

Every a - shading of X by fuzzy open sets has a locally finite
a - shading refinement by fuzzy open sets.

4)

Every a - shading of X by fuzzy open sets has a locally finite
a - shading refinement by fuzzy closed sets.

We prove the following theorem.

4.3.3 Theorem For a fuzzy regular space X, X is a-paracompact if and only.
if (*) every. a - shading 0/ of X by fuzzy open sets is refined by a fuzzy
entourage D.
Remark: We say that D refines 0/ for some Dc XxX if

6J'= {D<x>: XE X} refines P. In particular, this gives a refinement by
fuzzy entourages.
Proof of the above theorem
We first prove that (4) in theorem (4.3.2) implies (*)
Let

P be an a - shading of X by fuzzy open sets. So for each XE X there

exists UpE P
Let

c;;r=

such that Up(x) > a.

{Vp :~ E

sets. For each

~

E

t\}

t\

be a locally finite a - shading refinement by closed

and V p < Up,
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Now W ~ is a fuzzy open neighbourhood of the diagonal in X x X.
Let V =inf {W~:

BEA}

So V<x> $ W ~ <x> for each XE X.
Therefore {V <x> : XE X } is a refinement of 11/.
Next we prove that V is a fuzzy neighbourhood of the diagonal.
For each point of the diagonal we choose a fuzzy open set g of x with
g(x) =1 and V~$ I-g holds for all but atmost finitely many

BEA.

If g A V~ =0 then g $ 1- V ~
That is g x g $ W ~
But V =inf {W~:

BEA}.

This means that V is a fuzzy neighbourhood of the diagonal.
Before proving (*) implies (1) of theorem 4.3.2, we prove a lemma

4.3.4 Lemma

Let X be a fuzzy topological space such that each

a - shading of X by fuzzy open sets is refined by a fuzzy entourage and let
QS4' = {as: s E S} be a locally finite family of fuzzy subsets of X. Then

there is a neighbourhood V of the diagonal in X x X such that the family of
all sets V<as> for s E S is locally finite.
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Proof
Let 0/ be an u - shading of X by fuzzy open sets. That is, for
each x E X there exists a fuzzy open set Vp Eo/such that V~ (x) > u.

Since {as: SE S} is locally finite, for each XE X there exists a
fuzzy open set g with g(x)

= 1 and as :S;1- g holds for all but atmost finitely

many SES.

Let

V

be

neighbourhood

of

the

diagonal

such

that

{V<x>: x E X} refines 0/.. Then there exists a symmetric neighbourhood
V of the diagonal such that

If

v

0

V:S; V,where V =V-I.

V

0

V <x>/\ as =0 then V<x> /\ V<as> =0

For,

If (Ya) a>O E V<x> /\ V<as > then YaE V<x> and Ya E V<as > where
That is, V (x, y) =Cl and V<as > (y) =
Now V<as > (y)

= sup (as(z)

Cl

where

/\ V (z,y)) =

Cl

>0.

Cl

zeX

Therefore given

E

> 0, there exists z E X such that

as(z) /\ V (z,y) >
That is, as(z) >

Cl - E

Cl - E

and V (z,y) >

Cl - E.

Cl

>0.
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So V 0 V (x,z) = sup {V (x,y) /\ V (y,z)} > a -

E

yex

:. V 0 V (x, Z) /\ as (z) > a. - E
Which is a contradiction.
Therefore the family of all sets V <as> for

SE S

is locally finite.

Hence the lemma.
We prove (*) implies (1) of theorem 4.3.2.
Let 'W be an a. - shading of X by fuzzy open sets.
Therefore for each x E X there exists U~ E ''1/ such that U~ (x) > a..
By (*) there exists a fuzzy neighbourhood V of the diagonal which refines /W.
That is {V<x> : x E X} refines 'W.
That is V <x>::; U~ where U~E 'W .

Let {as :

SE S

} be a locally finite family of fuzzy subsets of X.

Then by above lemma there exists a neighbourhood V of the diagonal in
XxX such that {V <as> : s E S} is locally finite,.
where V<as > (y) = sup (as(x) /\ V (x,y» for all y E X
>:EX

So for each s E S, choose a fuzzy open set U~ E 'W such that as::;

U~

.
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Therefore W~ is a locally finite a - shading

refinement of 'W.

Hence X is fuzzy a-paracompact.

4.4. Fuzzy a-paracompact fuzzy topologicalIy complete spaces
We first prove a lemma.

4.4.1 Lemma If X is a fuzzy a-paracompact space, then the fuzzy filter of
entourages of X is a complete fuzzy uniformity compatible with X.
Proof
Let QJf/ be the fuzzy filter of entourages of X. We prove that QJ/I"
is a fuzzy uniformity.
Let DE QJf/. For each XE X choose an a - shading Ux of x by
fuzzy open sets with Ux(x) > a and U x x Ux ::; D. By theorem 4.3.3, every
a - shading of X by fuzzy open sets is refined by a fuzzy entourage.
That is, there exists EE QJf/ which refines 11/
Let D

=E /\ KI

So we have.
i)

D (x, x)

=1

ii) DE QJf/ =>D-1E QJf/
iii) Let (x, y) E E and (y,z) E E

= {U x: X EX} .

Consider E 0 E (x, z) = sup {E(x,y) 1\ E(y,z)}

~

D(x,z).

)'EX

That is, for D E GV'V, there exists E E

Q;V~

such that E

0

E ~ D.

Now DE GV'V is a fuzzy open subset of X x X and D<x> is a fuzzy open
subset of X for every point XE X.
Again, if given a fuzzy open set G of y in X with G(y) =1 for all yE X,then
there exists F E GV'V such that F<y> ~ G ,
Where F =(GxG) u «X - {y D x (X - {y D.
That is F<y> (x)

~

G (x) for all XE X.

Therefore Tov = {G E IX I If yE X is such that G(y) =1 then there exists
F E GV'V such that F<y> ~ G }.
Thus QiV

is compatible with X.

Claim GV'V is complete.
We have to prove that every GV'V - Cauchy fuzzy filter is convergent.
It is enough to prove that a non - convergent fuzzy filter is not GV'V - Cauchy.

Suppose dF is a non-convergent fuzzy filter on X. Then for each
yE X there exists an a - shading Uy of y with Uy (y) > a and Uy fl c;fX

But by theorem 4.3.3, every a - shading of X by fuzzy open sets
is refined by fuzzy entourages.
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That is there exists D E Q/V which refines P

= {Ux:x EX}.

But this is not possible by our above argument. Therefore cf1: is
not Q/V -Cauchy.
Thus Q/V is complete. Hence the theorem.

4.4.2 Corollary Each fuzzy a-paracompact space is fuzzy topologic allycomplete.
4.4.3 Theorem Suppose that {Xi: iE I} be a family of fuzzy a-paracompact
spaces. Then[f] i Xi is fuzzy topologically complete.

Proof
Proof follows from lemma 4.4.1 and theorem 3.4.5.
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CHAPTER-S
HEREDITARILY FUZZY NORMAL SPACES*
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the concept hereditarily fuzzy
normal spaces.
Katetov in 1948 proved the following theorem in the crisp case
"If X x Y is hereditarily normal, then either X is perfectly normal or every
countable subset of Y is closed and discrete.
Here we obtain the fuzzy analogue of the above theorem. We
also prove that the above result holds for fuzzy box product of hereditarily
fuzzy normal spaces. So we have the main theorem that if a fuzzy box
product of spaces is hereditarily fuzzy normal then every countable subset
of it is fuzzy closed.

5.2 Preliminaries
5.2.1 Definition[A;P] Let A be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy topological space
be any fuzzy point in X with support x (where 0< a

~

(X,T). Let

Xa

Then

is a fuzzy accumulation point of A if every fuzzy open set B

Xa

1).

containing Xa contains a fuzzy point of A with support different from x.
Some results of this chapter were communicated to Indian Journal of Mathematics, Allahabad
Mathematical Society.
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Let A be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy topological space (X,T). Let Pn,
n = 1,2, ... be a sequence of fuzzy points in a fuzzy topological space (X, T)
with support X n, n = 1,2, ...... Then p is a fuzzy accumulation point of A if
for every member A of T such that pE A, there exists a number m such that
Pn E A for all n

~

m.

A fuzzy subset A of a fuzzy topological space (X,T) is said to be
discrete if it has no fuzzy accumulation point in X.

5.2.2 Definition [M;B]l

A fuzzy topological space (X,T) is called fuzzy

normal if for any two fuzzy closed sets C and D in X such that C:::; I-D,
there exists two fuzzy open sets U and V such that C :::; U, D:::; V and

U:::; I-V.
Associated with a given fuzzy topological space (X,T) and an
ordinary subset F of X, (F,TF) is called a fuzzy subspace of (X,T) where
TF = {FnA / AET}.

A fuzzy subspace (F,TF) of a fuzzy topological space (X,T) is
called a fuzzy open (fuzzy closed) subspace if and only if the basis set F is
T-fuzzy open (T-fuzzy closed).

A property P in a fuzzy topological space (X,T) is said to be
hereditary if it is satisfied by each subset of X.
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5.2.3 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is perfect if each fuzzy·
closed set is a fuzzy Go - set.

5.2.4 Definition A fuzzy topological space (X, T) is perfectly fuzzy normal
if it is perfect and fuzzy normal.
Note: All spaces under consideration are assumed to be fuzzy T I.
5.3 Hereditarily fuzzy normal spaces
Here we prove the fuzzy analogue of Katetov's theorem which is
used in the main theorem.
5.3.1 Theorem Suppose X and Y are fuzzy topological spaces. If X x Y is
hereditarily fuzzy normal then either X is perfectly fuzzy normal or every
fuzzy subset of Y whose support is countable is fuzzy closed and discrete.
Proof

Suppose F is a fuzzy closed subset of X which is not a Go set.

Let D be a fuzzy subset of Y whose support is {dn In < ill}
(which is countable). Consider the sequence (dn)a of fuzzy points in Y with
accumulation point {Ya} for given a
Assume that Ya

~

That is, D(y) < a

D

E

(0,1].
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We prove that the fuzzy open set
G

=(X x Y) \ (F x

{Ya}) of X x Y is not fuzzy normal.

Assume if possible that G is fuzzy normal
Consider two fuzzy subsets

Here K

~

K

=

F x (Y - {Ya})

L

=

(X \ F) x {y ex }

1- L and they are fuzzy closed subsets of G.

Suppose that there exists fuzzy open sets U and V of X x Y such that
~

K

U, L

~

V and U

~

Let Un(x) = U(x, d n), V X
We have F(x)

~

E

I-V
X and Vn<

0).

.. ........................... (1)

inf Un (x)
n<W

If

x

E

inf Un then x

E

Un

for each n.

n<lll

Therefore (x, Yex)E U
That is,

XE

F

Therefore inf Un
n<W

~F

............................. (2)

From (1) and (2) we have F = inf Un
n<W

Thus we get F as a fuzzy GB set which is a contradiction to our
first assumption. This is due to the assumption that G is fuzzy normal.
Therefore G is not fuzzy normal. Thus X is not perfectly fuzzy normal.
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Hence every fuzzy subset of Y whose support is countable is fuzzy closed
and discrete.

5.3.2 Theorem Suppose {Xi: iE (J)} is a family of fuzzy topological spaces

such that [f] i Xi is hereditarily fuzzy normal. Then every countable subset
of [f] Xi is fuzzy closed.
kw

Proof

Fix jE (J)

i;tj

,

Let [f] Xi = [f] x Xj
kw

Applying the theorem 5.3.1 to [f] Xi
kw

Then

[f] is not fuzzy perfect due to the theorem 2.3.4.
Thus every fuzzy subset of Xj whose support is countable is fuzzy closed
and discrete. Hence every countable subset of [f] Xi is fuzzy closed. Hence
kw

the theorem.
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CHAPTER-6
FUZZY NABLA PRODUCT*

6.1 Introduction

It is known that in the crisp situation the nabla product is the
quotient of box product [cf. WIL]. In the second chapter we have already
introduced fuzzy box product and its properties. In an analogous way we
consider a certain quotient of fuzzy box product call it the fuzzy nabla product.

Here we introduce the concept fuzzy nabla product in the third
section and investigate the relation connecting fuzzy box product and fuzzy
nabla product.

In the third section of chapter 3, we have already defined the
concept of fuzzy unifonn fuzzy box product by making use of fuzzy
unifonnity of Lowen. Similar to this concept here we introduce fuzzy
unifonn fuzzy nabla product in the fourth section of this chapter.

• Some results of this chapter were communicated to Iranian Journal of Fuzzy Systems.
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6.2 Preliminaries
Here we reproduce the definition of fuzzy box product and fuzzy
unifonn fuzzy box product for countable products.

6.2.1 Definition Let Xi be a fuzzy topological space for each iE 00, where

00

is the countably infinite set of all natural numbers. Then the fuzzy box
product is the set Di Xi with the fuzzy topology whose basis consists of all
fuzzy open boxes of the fonn

v

=

That is, Vex)

Di Vi where Vi is fuzzy open in Xi for each iE 00.

= Di Vi
=

(x)

inf Vi (Xi) for each x = (Xi )iEOl

III

Di Xi.

iEw

This space is denoted by []] Xi
iEOl

6.2.2 Definition
each iE

00.

Let 'VU i be a compatible fuzzy unifonn base on Xi for

Let Vi be a fuzzy subset of Xi x Xi for each iE

Then

And for each j E

00,

([]] iVi)
So

[]] i'VUi

G) = Vj

=

sup {[]] iVi }
iEro

00.
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Here

[I] i W i

is the fuzzy uniform fuzzy box product of { (O/fi :i E (O}

6.3 Fuzzy nabla product
Here we consider in an analogous way a certain quotient of
fuzzy box product and call it the fuzzy nabla product.

6.3.1 Definition Let {Xi : iE (0

}

Define an equivalence relation

on X =

{i:

Xi;t Yi}

IV

be a family of fuzzy topological spaces.

ni Xi by x IV y if and only if

is finite.

Consider the set X =

ni Xi

with the fuzzy box topology F. We

consider the largest fuzzy topology on XlIV such that the projection map

X onto XlIV is fuzzy continuous. That is, consider the family F of fuzzy sets
in XlIV defined by

F ={BI q-l(B) E F};

where q: X.....::,XlIV is the projection map. Then F is a fuzzy topology called
the quotient topology on XlIV and is the largest fuzzy topology on XlIV such
that the projection map q from X to XlIV is fuzzy continuous. This quotient
fuzzy topological spaces (XlIV, F) is called the fuzzy nabla product of the
given family.
Notation This fuzzy nabla product is denoted by [I] iX/IV or

WiEWXi.
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If Xi = X for all iE 0) then W i Xi

.

IS

denoted as W

co

X.

6.3.2 Note:

Denote WiewAi

-

A [x]

Then

=

sup{A(z) / q(z)

= [x]

}

=

SUp{lli AJ q(z)

= [x]

}

Therefore{W iewAi :where Ai is fuzzy open in Xi for each iE

0) }

is a base

for the fuzzy nabla product.

6.4 Fuzzy Uniform Fuzzy Nabla Product
6.4.1 Definition

Let W i be a compatible fuzzy uniform base on Xi for

each i EO). Let U be a fuzzy subset of X x X. Define
q (U)([x],[y])

=

U ([x],[y])

=

sup{U(a,b) / q(a,b)

=
Therefore Wieco Ui([x],[y] =

=

sup {WiUi }
iew

=([x],[y])}
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6.4.2 Theorem Suppose that W i is a compatible fuzzy uniform base on
Xi for each i EO). Then!82t = W i W i is a fuzzy uniform base compatible

Proof

iit =Wi W i

v

=

W iVi E

q(V)([x],[xl)

=

V ([x],[xl)

=

1

(V2) Let V

=

WiVi E W i W i where Vi E Wj for all i EO).

V ([x],[yl)

=

W iEWVi([X],[yl)

=

{W iVi([y],[Xl) rl

=

{D ([y],[xl) rl

=

D -l([y],[xl) E W

for each iEo)

-

for all

0

E

W

for all DEW
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-

(V V) ([x],[y)) =

sup (V ([x], [Z))

0

A

-

V ([Z],[y)) )

[z)EX /-

=

=

inf {

sup

iEW

q(a; .b; )=([x; ],[y;])

sup

0

V

WiUi([X],[y))

~

D ([X],[y))

~

U

for all DEW

W i rDU i is a fuzzy uniform base on W iXi.

Next we prove that IVII is compatible.

-

= -F

That is to prove that F ql

Since rDU i is compatible, 1Ii is also compatible.

-

That is, F'ii.I

= -F dor all iE

then there exists Dj E

-

where U j <[Xj]>[Yi]

Wi

=

Vi (ci,b i)}

iElIJ

~

=

Therefore rofl

1\

inf (Vi 0 Vi) (ai,b i)

q(a; .b; )=([x; ].[y;])

Therefore V

Vi (ai,ci)

SUp
[e; )EX; /-

-

0)

-

such that U j <[xil>

~

U j ([Xi],[Yi)) for all i EO).

-

G j}
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But

= q(Uj)([Xj],[YjD

Vj ([Xj],[YjD

= sup {Uj(aj,bj) /q(aj,bj) = ([Xj ],[YjD}
So from (1) V ([x],[yD = sup {iof Uj(aj,bj)/ q(aj,bj)
/EO)

~

=([xil,[YjD}

iof {Sup Uj (aj, bj)/ q(aj,bj)
iEo)

~

=([Xj],[YjD}

-

inf G j [Yj] for all i E (0.
IEO)

V [x]

Thus

Thus F '1/
Therefore

G [Y]

~

G

= {G E

Therefore F ' Pi
then there exists

~

I X/- /If [x]

E

V E W such that V ([xD

=

~

G [x] = 1

G}

F holds.

rifi = 'Vj W j

Hence the theorem.

X/- is such that

is compatible and it is a fuzzy uniform base on
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